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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BURNISHING 
SPLINES AND GEARS USING SYNCHRONOUSLY 

ROTATED GEARS 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the manufacture of 
toothed articles, and more particularly to a method and 
apparatus for removing minor defects in tooth surfaces. 

In the manufacture of gears and splines, it is desirable 
to have tooth surfaces which are both hard and smooth 
in order to reduce wear and to insure a proper ?t among 
machine components. In the manufacturing of splines it 
has been discovered that burnishing improves produc 
tion by allowing more parts to be used, and improves 
performance of splines by insuring proper load distribu 
tion among the teeth. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro 
vide a method and apparatus which enables an operator 
to burnish gears and splines at increased rates of pro 
duction. 

It is a further object to provide an apparatus capable 
of handling various sized parts. 
A further object is to provide a burnishing machine 

having fewer high precision parts. 
Another object to provide a burnishing machine 

which insures proper engagement of a workpiece prior 
to the burnishing operation. 
Yet another object is to provide a burnishing machine 

which has improved engageability with a workpiece. 
These and other objects are achieved by the present 

invention wherein a pair of burnishing gears operatively 
engage opposite sides of a toothed workpiece. The 
gears are forceably urged towards the workpiece and 
rotated such that the workpiece is held against transla 
tion. One of the burnishing gears is pivotable to allow 
insertion and removal of a workpiece, and to allow 
workpieces of varying dimensions to be burnished. By 
using only two burnishing gears instead of the tradi 
tional three, signi?cant bene?ts are obtained. There is 
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the obvious bene?t of fewer moving parts, not only the \ 
burnishing gears themselves but their supporting appur 
tenances as well. Also, by using only two gears, a ma 
chine can be adapted more easily to accommodate parts 
of different sizes because the gears need only be spread 
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apart, and, since this is the way they ordinarily move, _ 
change-over is greatly simpli?ed. Furthermore, transla 
tion of one of the gears while preventing rotation of the ' 
other causes a slight rotation of the ?rst gear which 
facilitates engagement with a workpiece. 
For a clearer understanding of the objects and bene 

?ts of the present invention reference should be made to 
the following speci?cation read in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an elevational view in partial section of the 
preferred embodiment of the invention when used to 
burnish splines. 
FIG. 2 is an elevational view taken along line II-II 

in FIG. 1. 
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FIG. 3 is a detailed view of the positioning means of 65 
the present invention. 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken along line IV-IV of 

FIG. 1. 

2 
FIG. 5 is a plan view of the preferred embodiment of 

the invention when used to burnish gears. 
FIG. 6 is an elevational view of the apparatus shown 

in FIG. 5. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The apparatus 10 shown in FIGS. 14 includes a ?xed 
burnishing gear 12 and a pivotable burnishing gear 14. 
The gears 12 and 14 are shown in contact with a work 
piece 11. The axes of the gears and the workpiece are 
generally horizontal if the workpiece is a spline because 
it has been found that handling elongated articles is 
much easier when their axes are horizontal. The pivot 
able gear 14'is carried by an arm 16. One end of the arm 
is connected to a forcing means 18 comprised of a cylin 
der 19, a rod 17 and a piston (not shown) within the 
cylinder 19. The rod 17 is connected to the arm at a 
shaft 37. The other end of the arm 16 which carries the 
pivotable burnishing gear 14, pivots about a ?xed axis 
22 of the shaft 23. Movement of the arm 16 by actuation 
of the forcing means 18 allows insertion and removal of 
the workpiece 11. 
The apparatus further includes a ?rst toothed belt 13 

which is adapted to rotate the ?xed burnishing gear 12, 
and a second toothed belt 15 adapted to cause rotation 
of the pivotable burnishing gear 14. The toothed belts 
13 and 15 are moved by a single rotating shaft 23. The 
belts have teeth 25 to prevent slip between gear pulleys 
38 mounted on the spindle 30 and the driving pulleys 39 
mounted on the driving shaft 23. A right angle driver 26 
causes rotation of the shaft 23 about a rotation axis 24. 
The shaft 23 is supported by a supporting block 27 
which is, in turn, mounted on a base 1. The base 1 also 
supports the ?xed burnishing gear 12 as well as the 
pinned joint 20 at the base of the cylinder 19. 
To facilitate insertion of the workpiece 11, it is prefer; 

able that the apparatus 10 have positioning means com 
prised of block 28 which are laterally adjustable and 
means for adjusting the relative positioning of the teeth 
of the gears 12 and 14. The position of the block 28 is 
adjusted such that the space between them is slightly 
larger than the diameter of the workpiece 11. Once the I 
proper clearance is achieved between the blocks phase 
adjustment of the pivotable burnishing gear 14 is 
achieved by loosening the bolts 31 within the slots 32. 
By adjusting the position of the teeth of one of the 
burnishing gears relative to the other, and by proper 
adjustment of the block 28 an operator of the apparatus 
10 can assure proper engagement of the gears 12 and 14 
with the workpiece 11. Generally, the blocks are posi 
tioned so that a tooth on the workpiece 11 will align 
itself with a space on the pivotable burnishing gear 14 
when the workpiece 11 is resting against one of the 
block 28. When the pivotable burnishing gear 14 en 
gages the workpiece 11, the workpiece is lifted away 
from the block against which it was resting, and syn 
chronous rotation of the gears 12 and 14 assures that no 
interference will occur between the workpiece 11 and 
the block 28. It has been found that by providing side 
clearance of approximately 0.010 inches on each side of 
the workpiece, splines having diameters of l" or less 
can be properly aligned. 
A signi?cant advantage of the present invention is the 

ease by which workpieces are engaged by the burnish 
ing gears. Because toothed belts are used, translational 
movement of one of the gears, while preventing move 
ment of the pulleys 39 and the driving shaft 23, causes 
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rotation of the translating gear as it moves toward (or 
away from) the workpiece 11. As a result of the epicy 
clic motion of the teeth of the movable gear 14, meshing 
engagement of the moving gear with the workpiece is 
greatly facilitated. It should also be noted that timing 
chains of various designs could be used in place of the 
above described toothed belts. It is preferable, however, 
that positive engagement exist between the various belts 
or chains and their respective pulleys in order to main 
tain proper phase adjustment between the bumishing 
gears. 
FIG. 2 is an end view of the apparatus 10. A shock 

absorber 34 is coupled to the cylinder 19 and a contact 
block 33 is keyed to a shaft 37 which is mounted to the 
arm 16. By keying the block 33 to the shaft 37 proper 
alignment between the shock absorber and the block 33 
is assured. The shock absorber 34 has a head 36 which 
contacts the block 33 just prior to engagement between 
the gear 14 and the workpiece 11 to prevent impact 
therebetween. A spring 35 extends the shock absorber 
34 upon disengagment of the gear 14 from the work 
piece 11 in order to prevent impact of the gear 14 upon 
subsequent workpieces. An adjustable stop 73 and an 
adjusting nut 74 are threaded to the exterior of the 
shock absorber 34 to prevent over-travel of the movable 
gear 14. 
Another feature of the apparatus of the present inven 

tion is a proximity sensor 70 which detects the presence. 
of indicators 71 which signal the amount of de?ection 
of the arm 16 relative to the cylinder 19. Depending 
upon which of the indicators 71 is being sensed, a differ 
ent amount of pressure will be applied to the cylinder 
19. Only when the gears 12 and 14 are in full meshing 
engagement with the workpiece 11 will full pressure be 
applied to the arm 16 via the cylinder 19. The proximity 
sensor 70 detects the amount of engagement of the gears 
with the workpiece 11 indirectly by measuring the 
amount of de?ection of the arm 16 relative to the cylin 
der. 19. Until the sensor detects full engagement, a nom 
inal amount of downward force is exerted by the cylin-' 
der 19 on the arm 16. When the sensor detects full en 
gagement, a second greater amount of force is applied 
to the arm 16 and thus to the workpiece 11. Damage to 
the workpiece, which might occur as a result of im 
proper meshing is therefore prevented. If a workpiece 
fails to be brought into place between the gears, the stop 
73 will prevent interengagement of the gears 12 and 14 
despite application of increase pressure. 
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Another signi?cant feature of the present invention is - 
that one of the gears 12 and 14 preferably has a pressure 
angle which is somewhat larger than that of the work 
piece 11. The other of the gears 12 or 14 has a pressure 
angle which is less than that of the workpiece 11. The 
concept of using bumishing gears of different pressure 
angles is the subject of a patent assigned to the assignee 
of the present invention, and this patent US. Pat. No. 
4,305,190 is incorporated herein by reference. It should 
be noted that by using gears of different pressure angles, 
the effective rolling diameter of otherwise similar diam 
eter gears is different. As a result, it may be necessary 
that the point 22 about which the arm 16 pivots be 
non-concentric with the rotational axis of the shaft 23. 
This is due to the fact that gears having different pres 
sure angles will have to be rotated at different distances 
from the workpiece in order to maintain the same angu 
lar velocity relative to the workpiece. Therefore, in 
order to maintain the workpiece 11 at a constant transla 
tional position, it may be necessary that the axis 24 of 
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the shaft 23 be different from the axis about which the 
arm 16 rotates, when bumishing gears 12 and 14 have 
different pressure angles. Alternatively, however, gears 
of very different diameters may be used, and, as long as 
the net result of translational stability is achieved. This 
could be done by varying the size of the pulleys 38 
associated with the bumishing gears. It has been found 
that by using gears having different pressure angles 
more ef?cient use of the bumishing machine can be 
made, because the work of the bumishing gears is dis 
tributed over different portions of the workpiece tooth 
pro?le. A bumishing gear having a high pressure angle 
will burnish the outer portions of the teeth of the work 
piece, while a bumishing gear having a low pressure 
angle will burnish the inner portions of the teeth of a 
workpiece. 

It should also be noted that to enable the apparatus 10 
to burnish workpieces of various dimensions it may be 
necessary to make slight modi?cations. For example, 
the block 28 used to position the workpiece will have to 
be adjusted not only to provide proper spacing, but also 
to account for the arcuate pivoting movement of the 
gear 14. 

In FIG. 4 the bumishing apparatus 10 is shown with 
an additional pair of burnishing gears 12a and 14a. The 
additional pair of burnishing gears may be brought into 
engagement with a different set of teeth on the work 
piece 11. Engagement of the bumishing 14a with the 
workpiece 11 is preferably caused by actuation of the 
same power source which actuates the cylinder 19, in 
order to cause simultaneous engagement of the pivot 
able bumishing gears 14 and 14a. The power source 
which causes engagement of the pivotable bumishing 
gears is preferably a ?uid power source connected via 
line 21 to the cylinder 19, and may be hydraulic or 
pneumatic for example. In the absence of a second set of 
bumishing gears the workpiece 11 may be supported by 
a bearing member (not shown) which may be a part of 
the conveyor system (not shown) which inserts and 
removes the workpiece 11. It should be noted that by 
using the arm 16 as a lever arm the effect of the forcing 
means 18 has a multiplied effect on the workpiece 11. 
FIGS. 5 and 6 show an alternative embodiment of the 

present invention. The FIG. 5 is a plan view of an appa 
ratus designed to burnish generally ?at gears. In this 
embodiment the apparatus comprises a. base 1 which 
carries a table 40 on which are mounted two bumishing 
gears 12 and 14. The ?xed bumishing gear 12 lies on one 
side of the chute 51, and the pivotable burnishing gear 
14 lies on the other side thereof. A cylinder 41 and rod 
42 are adapted to engage a workpiece 11 and move it 
into position between the bumishing gears 12 and 14. A 
second cylinder 18 and rod 17 move the pivotable gear 
14 into engagement with the workpiece 11. Synchro 
nized rotation of the gears 12 and 14 is caused by a 
single toothed belt 47 which is rotated by a pulley 48 
which is connected to a spindle 49 driven by a motor 53. 
The pivotable bumishing gear 14 is carried by an arm 16 
which is connected to the table 40 at one end by a but 
tressed hinge 45. As the pivotable gear 14 moves in 
translation, slack in the toothed belt 47 may be taken up 
by a spring loaded pulley 56. In this way workpieces of 
various diameters may be burnished. It should be noted 
that the chute 51 may be modi?ed to accept gears hav 
ing integral elongated shafts, by providing a slot 50 in 
which the shaft may slide. It should also be noted that it 
may be desirable to provide a stop 62 to control the 
position of the workpiece 11 relative to the bumishing 
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gears 12 and 14. Alternatively, the rod 42 may have an 
enlargement 60 on its end which engages a recess 58 in 
one side of the workpiece 11. Extension of the rod 42 
may be carefully controlled to assure proper location of 
the workpiece 11 between the burnishing gears 12 and 
14. It should be noted that because of the arcuate mo 
tion of the arm 16 the burnishing gear 14 moves along 
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an arcuate path within a curved slot 64. An alternative . 
to this arrangement would be to provide a generally 
straight slot and support the gear 14 within that slot 
without guidance of an arm 16. 

In FIG. 6 it can be seen that the burnishing gears 12 
and 14 are journaled within the table 40 and are driven 
by the toothed belt-47. The toothed belt 47 drives pul 
leys 66 and 68 which are connected to the opposite ends 
of the journals which carry the burnishing gears 12 and 
14 respectively. “ ' 

The above description of the preferred embodiments 
are examples of the many alternatives which are in, 
tended to be included within the spirit and scope of the 
appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A burnishing apparatus comprising a pair of bur 

nishing gears adapted to operatively engage teeth on 
generally diametrically opposite sides of a workpiece, 
the workpiece being unsupported other than by said 
gears during a burnishing operation, a ?rst one of said 
gears being translationally ?xed, a pivoting arm carry 
ing the second one of said gears, and cylinder and piston 
connected to said arm for forcibly urging said gears 
toward each other and toward the workpiece, a rotating 
shaft with two belts for imparting simultaneous syn 
chronized rotation to said gears at a velocity such that 
said workpiece is held translationally stationary while 
being rotated by said gears, means for holding the 
workpiece into engagement with said ?rst one of said 
gears prior to engagement of the workpiece by said 
second of said gears, whereby pivoting of said arm 
causes generally epicyclic motion of said second gear 
teeth to facilitate its engagement with the workpiece. 

2. An apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein 
said gears have tooth characteristics such that one of 
said gears has a pressure angle higher than that of the 
workpiece and performs work onouter portions of said 
teeth, and the other of said gears has a pressure angle 
lower than that of the workpiece and performs work on 
inner portions of said teeth. 

3. An apparatus in accordance with claim 1 including 
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positioning means comprised of a pair of blocks dis- . 
posed on opposite sides of the workpiece, said blocks 
being adjustable to a variety of positions,‘ and phase 
adjustment means for controlling the relative tooth 
alignment of said gears whereby substantially linear 
alignment of the workpiece and centers of said gears 
may be assured upon engagement of the workpiece by 
said gears. 

4. A burnishing apparatus in accordance with claim 1 
including at least one pair of additional burnishing gears 
adapted to forcibly engage opposite sides of the work 
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piece, said additional gears adapted to rotate in meshing 
engagement with teeth on the workpiece, rotation of 
said additional gears being dependentupon rotation of 
the workpiece and upon engagement therewith. 

5. A burnishing apparatus in accordance with claim 1 
in which the axes of the burnishing gears are generally 
horizontal whereby said apparatus is adapted to burnish 
generally elongated workpieces such as splines. 

6. A method of burnishing a toothed workpiece com 
prising: 

(a) placing the workpiece between and along a line 
generally coincident with the centers of a pair of 
burnishing gears, 

(b) holding the workpiece in engagement with one of 
said gears, 

(0) moving the teeth of the other of said gears in a 
generally epicyclic path into engagement with the 
workpiece, 

(d) supporting the workpiece only with said burnish 
ing gears, 

(e) applying compressive force to the workpiece with 
said gears, 

(f) synchronously rotating said gears such that each 
tooth ,of the workpiece contacts at least one of said 
gears. . 

7. A method in accordance with claim 6 wherein one 
of said gears has a pressure angle higher than that of the 
workpiece and engages outer portions of teeth on the 
workpiece, and the other of said gears has a pressure 
angle lower than that of the workpiece and engages 
inner portions of said teeth, and said rotation is such that 
each tooth of the workpiece contacts each of said gears 
at least once. 

8. A burnishing apparatus comprising a pair of bur 
nishing gears adapted to operatively engage teeth on 
generally diametrically opposite sides of a workpiece, 
the workpiece being unsupported other than by said 
gears in directions perpendicular to'the axes of said 
gears, a ?rst one of said pair of gears being translation 
ally ?xed, a pivoting arm carrying the second of said 
gears, means at one end of said arm for forcibly urging 
said gears toward each other and toward the work 
piece, said gears being driven by belts connected to a 
single rotating means for imparting simultaneous syn 
.chronized rotation to said gears at a velocity such that 
the workpiece is held translationally stationary while 
being rotated by said gears, means for holding the 
workpiece into engagement with said ?rst one of said 
gears prior to engagement of the workpiece by said 
second of said gears, teeth of said second gear movable 
in a generally epicyclic path facilitate their engagement 
with the workpiece upon pivoting movement of said 
arm. 

.9. A burnishing apparatus in accordance with claim 8 
wherein the axes of the burnishing ‘gears are generally , 
vertical whereby said apparatus is adapted to burnish 
generally ?at workpieces such as gears. 
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